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The Body on the Doorstep
A dark and compelling historical murder mystery
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. For fans of Antonia Hodgson's, The Devil in the Marshalsea, and M.J. Carter's, The Strangler Vine, The Body on the Doorstep is the ﬁrst Romney Marsh Mystery by A. J. MacKenzie Kent, 1796. Shocked to discover a dying man on his doorstep - and lucky to avoid a bullet
himself - Reverend Hardcastle ﬁnds himself entrusted with the victim's cryptic last words. With smuggling rife on England's south-east coast, the obvious conclusion is that this was a falling out among thieves. But why is the leader of the local Customs service so reluctant to investigate? Ably assisted by
the ingenious Mrs Chaytor, Hardcastle sets out to solve the mystery for himself. But smugglers are not the only ones to lurk oﬀ the Kent coast, and the more he discovers, the more he realises he might have bitten oﬀ more than he can chew.

The Body in the Ice
A gripping historical murder mystery perfect if you love S. J. Parris
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. A twisting tale of murder, mystery and eighteenth-century England by a dramatic and gripping new voice in the genre. On the frozen ﬁelds of Romney Marsh stands New Hall; silent, lifeless, deserted. In its grounds lies an unexpected Christmas oﬀering: a corpse, frozen
into the ice of a horse pond. It falls to the Reverend Hardcastle, justice of the peace in St Mary in the Marsh, to investigate. But with the victim's identity unknown, no murder weapon and no known motive, it seems like an impossible task. Working along with his trusted friend, Amelia Chaytor, and new
arrival Captain Edward Austen, Hardcastle soon discovers there is more to the mystery than there ﬁrst appeared. With the arrival of an American family torn apart by war and desperate to reclaim their ancestral home, a French spy returning to the scene of his crimes, ancient loyalties and new
vengeance combine to make Hardcastle and Mrs Chaytor's attempts to discover the secret of New Hall all the more dangerous. The Body in the Ice, with its unique cast of characters, captivating amateur sleuths and a bitter family feud at its heart, is a twisting tale that vividly brings to life eighteenthcentury Kent and draws readers into its pages.

The Body in the Ice
A dark and compelling historical murder mystery
Simon and Schuster A killer is at large and Reverend Hardcastle and Mrs Chaytor are on the case - but with a family feud raging and a vast inheritance at stake, it's going to be a challenge. Will they be able to solve the crime and save the villagers of St Mary from the mur A twisting tale of murder,
mystery and eighteenth-century England by a dramatic and gripping new voice in the genre. On the frozen ﬁelds of Romney Marsh stands New Hall; silent, lifeless, deserted. In its grounds lies an unexpected Christmas oﬀering: a corpse, frozen into the ice of a horse pond. It falls to the Reverend
Hardcastle, justice of the peace in St Mary in the Marsh, to investigate. But with the victim's identity unknown, no murder weapon and no known motive, it seems like an impossible task. Working along with his trusted friend, Amelia Chaytor, and new arrival Captain Edward Austen, Hardcastle soon
discovers there is more to the mystery than there ﬁrst appeared. With the arrival of an American family torn apart by war and desperate to reclaim their ancestral home, a French spy returning to the scene of his crimes, ancient loyalties and new vengeance combine to make Hardcastle and Mrs
Chaytor's attempts to discover the secret of New Hall all the more dangerous. The Body in the Ice, with its unique cast of characters, captivating amateur sleuths and a bitter family feud at its heart, is a twisting tale that vividly brings to life eighteenth-century Kent and draws readers into its pages.

The Body on the Doorstep
Hardcastle and Chaytor Mysteri Kent, 1796: shocked to discover a dying man on his doorstep--and lucky to avoid a bullet himself--Reverend Hardcastle ﬁnds himself entrusted with the victim's cryptic last words. With smuggling rife on England's south-east coast, the obvious conclusion is that this was a
falling out among thieves. But why is the leader of the local Customs service so reluctant to investigate? Ably assisted by the ingenious Mrs. Chaytor, Hardcastle sets out to solve the mystery for himself. But smugglers are not the only ones to lurk oﬀ the Kent coast, and the more he discovers, the more
he realizes he might have bitten oﬀ more than he can chew. Changed from Romney Marsh Mysteries to Hardcastle and Chaytor Mysteries with second in series.

The Body in the Boat
A gripping murder mystery for fans of Antonia Hodgson
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. A gripping tale of murder and mystery in eighteenth century England. Across the still, dark English Channel come the smugglers. But tonight they carry an unusual cargo: a coﬃn. Several miles inland, a respected banker holds a birthday party for his wife. Within days, one
of the guests is found shot dead. What links this apparently senseless killing to the smugglers lurking in the mists? Why has the local bank been buying and hoarding gold? And who was in the mysterious coﬃn? Reverend Hardcastle and Mrs Chaytor ﬁnd themselves drawn into the worlds of high ﬁnance
and organised crime in this dramatic and dark Georgian mystery. With its unique cast of characters and captivating amateur sleuths, The Body in the Boat is a twisting tale that vividly brings to life eighteenth-century Kent and draws readers into its pages.
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The Body in the Ice
Bonnier Zaﬀre Christmas Day, Kent, 1796: on the frozen ﬁelds of Romney Marsh stands New Hall; silent, lifeless, deserted. In its grounds lies an unexpected Christmas oﬀering: a corpse, frozen into the ice of a horse pond. It falls to the Reverend Hardcastle, justice of the peace in St. Mary in the Marsh,
to investigate. But with the victim's identity unknown, no murder weapon, and no known motive, it seems like an impossible task. Working along with his trusted friend, Amelia Chaytor, and new arrival Captain Edward Austen, Hardcastle soon discovers there is more to the mystery than there ﬁrst
appeared. With the arrival of an American family torn apart by war and desperate to reclaim their ancestral home and a French spy returning to the scene of his crimes, ancient loyalties and new vengeance combine to make Hardcastle and Mrs. Chaytor's attempts to discover the secret of New Hall all
the more dangerous.

A Clash of Lions
Canelo A war on two fronts. A deadly threat from within. The new gripping medieval historical thriller from expert historians and authors A.J. Mackenzie 1346: Sent back to England in the wake of the tremendous victory at Crécy, Simon Merrivale is at once caught up in a new emergency as a powerful
Scottish army sweeps into northern England. Joining up with the Archbishop of York, Lord Percy and their army mustering in the north, Merrivale discovers a new hotbed of treason, as merchants, landowners and soldiers on both sides of the border play oﬀ one side against the other. Uncovering foreign
agents in the English camp, he realises the gravity of what is about to unfold. As the Scottish army continues its relentless march, Simon will have to use all his wit and guile to uncover a spy operation so powerful that no throne in Europe is safe... Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell, S.J. Parris and
Matthew Harﬀy, this is an exceptional historical espionage thriller, as rich in detail and research as it is in intrigue, suspense and action.

A Flight of Arrows
A gripping, captivating historical thriller
Canelo 'Unputdownable ... I was blown away' Angus Donald, bestselling author of the Outlaw ChroniclesTwo kings. Two nations. One crown. The start of an epic historical espionage series by master authors A.J. Mackenzie. 1328. After years of civil unrest between England and France, Charles IV dies,
leaving no apparent heir. His closest heir to the throne is Edward III of England, but it passes instead to Charles' cousin, Phillip, spurring both countries on to war. 1346. Landing at Normandy, Edward's immense army makes inroads into French territory, burning everything in their path. But the
mysterious assassination of an English knight reveals a terrible truth: there is a traitor in their midst. The king charges Simon Merrivale, the Prince of Wales’ herald, with solving the case. As the army marches on towards its destiny, at the awesome scenes of the Battle of Crécy, Simon will uncover a
conspiracy that goes to the heart of the warring nations. Among the ashes and the rubble, their fate will be decided: on the battleﬁeld... and in the shadows. A scintillating medieval adventure of warfare and espionage, steeped in years of research, perfect for fans of David Gilman and Conn Iggulden.
Praise for A Flight of Arrows Like one of those exquisite tapestries with interlacing strands in an array of vivid colour [...] a truly enthralling account of the events leading up to Crécy. Compulsory reading for all who enjoy that most fascinating period of English history' Paul Doherty, author of The
Nightingale Gallery 'Fast-paced, action-packed and full of adventure [...] one of the best reads this year' Parmenion Books 'A rip-roaring story and devilish plot with outstanding historical detail [...] Mackenzie has created a character who will surely take his place in the canon of historical literary
detectives' C. B. Hanley, author of the Mediaeval Mysteries series 'Espionage, treachery and long-buried sins come to the fore in the blood-stained ﬁelds of fourteenth-century Normandy. A compelling story of courage and betrayal - I loved it' Katherine Stansﬁeld, author of the Cornish Mystery series

The Port of London Murders
Sourcebooks, Inc. A suicide, a derelict barge, and ﬂoating pink chiﬀon nightdresses... When the San Angelo drifts into port in the Pool of London, telephones begin to ring across the capital and an intricate series of events is set in motion. Beset by dreadful storms in the Bay of Biscay, the ship, along with
the "mixed cargo" it carries, is late. Unaware of the machinations of avaricious importers, wayward captains, and unscrupulous traders, docklands residents Harry Reed and June Harvey are thrust together by a riverside accident, before being swept into the current of a dark plot developing on the
harborside. First published in 1938, this early novel from one of the great Golden Age mystery writers skillfully delivers a compelling tale of murder set against a gritty portrayal of life alongside the Thames. This edition also includes an Introduction by series editor CWA Diamond Dagger-Award winning
author Martin Edwards.

A More Perfect Union
Myriad Editions 'A riveting love story across the challenges of race and poverty... Huf’s delicate blend of passion and compassion is compelling, impressive and never sentimental.’ —Andrea Stuart A forbidden relationship. A love aﬀair forged in secrecy. A couple facing betrayal at every turn... Henry
O’Toole sails to America in 1848 to escape poverty and famine in Ireland, only to ﬁnd anti-Irish prejudice awaiting him. Determined never to starve again, he changes his surname to Taylor and heads south to Virginia, seeking work as a travelling blacksmith on the prosperous plantations. Sarah is a
slave. Torn from her family and sold to Jubilee Plantation, she must navigate the hierarchy of her fellow slaves, the whims of her white masters, and now the attentions of the mysterious blacksmith. Fellow slave Maple oversees the big house with bitterness and bile, and knows that a white man’s
attention spells trouble. Given to her half-sister as a wedding present by their white father, she is set on being reunited with her husband and daughter, at any cost. Based on the true story of the author’s great-great-grandparents, and brilliantly reimagined, this is an epic tale of love and courage,
desperation and determination.

By the Edge of the Sword
A Mediaeval Mystery (Book 7)
The History Press THE SEVENTH BOOK IN A THRILLING SERIES OF MEDIAEVAL MYSTERIES BY C.B. HANLEY Christmas, 1218: Conisbrough is shrouded in deep snow and a stranger’s body is found frozen to death. The cryptic letter it carries is from Joanna, an old friend of Edwin Weaver’s, who is in danger
and pleading for his help. Edwin and his friend Martin undertake a perilous winter journey to discover that Joanna stands accused of a heinous crime; if convicted, she will be burned at the stake. A furious Martin is determined to clear Joanna’s name even if it means resorting to violence. Edwin must
control him while attempting to solve a puzzle he is only seeing at second hand; he knows nothing of any of the locals and can only work with the conﬂicting stories they tell him. Their vicious accusations and unshakeable belief that Joanna is guilty might result in her being killed by gossip, so Edwin
must ﬁnd out what really happened before it is too late ...

Cast the First Stone
A Mediaeval Mystery (Book 6)
The History Press The sixth book in a thrilling series of mediaeval mysteries by C.B. Hanley.November 1217: Edwin Weaver is back in his home village of Conisbrough. But if he thinks life is going to be peaceful, he’s wrong: the new bailiﬀ is unpopular and cruel, and soon his murdered corpse is
discovered. Everything points to the culprit being a foreigner, and the villagers are happy to have an outsider take the blame; Edwin isn’t so sure and is determined to investigate. However, his former friends, all with something to hide, are increasingly hostile to him and resent his interference. The
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more he discovers, the more he is convinced that the stranger is innocent, but this comes with dangers of its own. With the sheriﬀ due to arrive any day expecting to supervise a swift execution, Edwin and his wife Alys must join forces to solve the mystery before it is too late.

Embrace the Dawn
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. In the Scottish Highlands, American Killian Campbell is forced to seek the aid of a man who could destroy her and as she ﬂees for her life, she is forced to confront both her past and her need of God.

SCRIBBLER.
Thicker Than Water
Severn House Publishers Ltd An intriguing mystery from this popular author - James Markham jilts his ﬁance for a woman about whom he appears to know very little. Callum Firbank has always been evasive about his childhood, and his wife realises she knows little about her husbands upbringing or
family. Jill Irving has everything she could wish for, but she, too, has secrets in her past. What links these three very diﬀerent people, and who is the mysterious stranger whose appearance in their lives seems to cause such terror?

The Devil in the Marshalsea
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Set in the darkest debtor's prison in Georgian London, this gripping historical thriller follows Tom Hawkins as he, due to his penchant for wine, women and cards, ends up in Marshalsea where murder runs rampant and no one is as they seem. Original. 30,000 ﬁrst printing.

Kay's Anatomy
A Complete (and Completely Disgusting) Guide to the Human Body
Penguin UK THE RECORD-BREAKING NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER FROM THE UK'S BESTSELLING NON-FICTION AUTHOR. Discover all the weird and wonderful things that go on inside your body with Adam Kay. Covers key stage 2 / 3 human biology syllabus (in a slightly repulsive way). 'Hilarious and
fascinating! I wish Adam had been my biology teacher' - Konnie Huq Do you ever think about your body and how it all works? Like really properly think about it? The human body is extraordinary and fascinating and, well . . . pretty weird. Yours is weird, mine is weird, your maths teacher's is even
weirder. This book is going to tell you what's actually going on in there, and answer the really important questions, like: Are bogeys safe to eat? Look, if your nose is going to all that eﬀort of creating a snack, the least we can do is check out its nutritional value. (Yes, they're safe. Chew away!) And how
much of your life will you spend on the toilet? About a year - so bring a good book. (I recommend this one.) So sit back, relax, put on some rubber gloves, and let a doctor take you on a poo (and puke) ﬁlled tour of your insides. Welcome to Kay's Anatomy*. *a fancy word for your body. See, you're
learning already. 'The sort of book I would have loved as a child' - Malorie Blackman 'Like listening to a teacher who makes pupils fall about' - The Times 'Absolutely packed with facts... Entertaining and highly informative' - Daily Mail 'As brilliant, and revolting, as the human body it celebrates' - The i
newspaper 'Totally brilliant!' - Jacqueline Wilson 'If only this funny and informative book had been around when I was too embarrassed to teach my kids about bodily functions' - David Baddiel

Shifting Sands
Severn House Publishers Ltd A gripping psychological mystery and a warm, sympathetic exploration of widowhood - Anna’s family hope that a South African safari holiday will help her to get over her beloved husband’s death. No one is more surprised than Anna herself when she ﬁnds herself strongly
attracted to a fellow traveller, Lewis Masters, and despite her initial resistance, she is soon drawn into a new relationship. But back home, Anna’s journalist son Jonathan is being repeatedly contacted by a young woman asking for his help, even though she’s too frightened to say what is worrying her . . .

A Tapping at My Door
A gripping serial killer thriller
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. A deadly game of cat and mouse - and the police aren't the ones doing the hunting. A gripping new serial killer thriller from the bestselling author of Cry Baby When police are called to a murder scene in the Liverpool suburbs, even the most jaded oﬃcers are disturbed by
what they ﬁnd. DS Nathan Cody, still bearing the scars of an undercover mission that went horrifyingly wrong, is put on the case. But the police have no leads, except the body of the bird - and the victim's missing eyes. And then the killer strikes again, and Cody realises the threat isn't to the people of
Liverpool after all - it's to the police. PRAISE FOR A TAPPING AT MY DOOR 'Cody is up there with the best in every sense . . . A thrilling series opener' Weekend Sport 'A harrowing page-turner from a writer who seems to know your darkest fears. Terriﬁc!' David Mark, bestselling author of Dark Winter 'The
Liverpool setting makes for an interesting change, the characters are well drawn and the plot builds to a taut and tense conclusion. In all, a worthy addition to the annals of British detective ﬁction'The Sydney Morning Herald 'The best crime ﬁction novel I've read. It's an outstanding book, and it's one
that I am going to be recommending to everybody' Book Addict Shaun 'A deliciously dark and compelling investigation . . . a well-executed thriller, with plenty of scope and a ﬁrm foundation for a projected series' Raven Crime Reads 'I was sucked in and had tears in my eyes and a lump in my throat. At
other points, I just couldn't turn the pages fast enough. Jackson's writing is ﬂawless' Rebecca Bradley, Murder Down to A Tea

Multiplex
The Ballad of John MacLea
Canelo A ring of spies, a battle of lies and the one man who can change the tide of war. Stationed with British militia in Upper Canada in late 1812, Captain John MacLea is charting his own course against a background of uncertain loyalties and certain danger. Tasked with routing out enemy agents and
thwarting an elaborate espionage ring, MacLea soon discovers that there is a traitor in their ranks, organising a devastating plot. Events spiral out of control, culminating in a dramatic showdown aboard a captured American warship headed for the breach at Niagara Falls. Failure may mean the loss of
the war ... failure is not an option. Gripping, compelling, and anchored in detailed historical research, The Ballad of John MacLea is a triumph, perfect for fans of Adrian Goldsworthy, Iain Gale and Bernard Cornwell.

Europe by Rail
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The Deﬁnitive Guide
Hidden Europe Publications Whether you are making a long grand tour or just a short break, Europe by Rail is the perfect guide. The book describes over 50 key routes in detail. Together, they span mainland Europe and--brand new for this 16th edition--now also the British Isles. Each route can be
followed in its entirety or used as a building block in a longer itinerary. Beyond the main routes you will ﬁnd worthwhile excursions well oﬀ the beaten track. The routes are organized under the following headings: Discover Britain and Ireland A taste of France Through France to Spain Iberian Connections
The Low Countries and the Rhine Prussia, Bavaria and beyond Central Europe Scandinavian Forays Alpine Adventures Roaming Italy Balkan Journeys Exploring East Written by two highly experienced travelers, Europe by Rail contains useful tips about how to plan your journey, what tickets to buy and
where to stop oﬀ along the way. There are special sections for holders of rail passes, including Interrail and Eurail, as well as information on night trains. The country guide summarizes key information about traveling by train through each of the four dozen countries listed. Apart from being full of good
advice and up-to-date information, Europe by Rail is also a great read with plenty to entertain and inform for armchair travelers.

A Centenary History of the Indian National Congress, 1885-1985: 1919-1935
Let's Hear it for Almigal
Handﬁnger PressLlc Tells the story of Almigal, a girl who receives a cochlear implant and can ﬁnally hear all the things she wished she could, including her parents whispering "We love you, Almigal."

Soﬁa Khan is Not Obliged
A heartwarming romantic comedy
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. The Muslim Bridget Jones - the hilarious romantic comedy from the writer behind Nadiya Hussain's bestselling The Secret Lives of the Amir Sisters. Soﬁa Khan is single once more, after her sort-of-boyfriend proves just a little too close to his parents. And she'd be happy that
way too, if her boss hadn't asked her to write a book about the weird and wonderful world of Muslim dating. Of course, even though she deﬁnitely isn't looking for love, to write the book she does need to do a little research . . . 'Snort-Diet-Coke-out-of-your-nostrils funny . . . will resonate with any woman
who's looking for love' Sarra Manning, author of It Felt Like a Kiss 'Funny and sparky . . . a smart and acerbic romcom . . . Read Ayisha Malik's book: it's huge fun.' Jenny Colgan

Pinch of Nom Food Planner
Includes 24 Recipes
Bluebird Track your slimming habits with this six-month diet planner from Pinch of Nom, the UK's most popular food blog.

Lithuanian Horses
Leidykla Baltos Lankos Lithuanian horses are part of Lithuania's cultural heritage. Horse lovers, professionals and amateurs, know about the old horse breed ?emaitukas. Though ?emaitukai gave the beginning of three breeds: Trakehner, Lithuanian Heavy Draught Horses and ?emaitukas the heavy-type,
they themselves were on the edge of the xtinct many times. This book illuminates the common history of a Lithuanian and a horse in various aspects. The appearance of ?emaitukas and other Lithuanian horse breeds, their diﬀusion, the condition of equestrian sports and horse-breeding perspectives in
Lithuania are reviewed in this stunning book.

An A to Z of Almost Everything
A Compendium of General Knowledge
Little Brown GBR In this new edition, the original topics have been brought up to date, added to and elaborated upon: Abbreviations, for example, now includes an essential array of chat room acronyms: Fashion boasts a complete list of British Hairdressers of the Year; and Music features a
comprehensive listing of every top-ten single in the last forty years. And there are a wealth of new subjects to be discovered and enjoyed too, from the Top Tens of 2002 to world coins and paper money, bingo calls to crime and punishment, the Mr Men books to the works of Charles Dickens. What can
be Big Boy, Early Girl or Supersonic? Which British Prime Minister links John Lennon and Gary Lineker? Which classic novel begins 'Now, what I want is facts'? (See Reviews for Answers) This monumental work of reference is a must-have title on your bookshelf - both an enjoyable book to dip into and a
cornucopia of sheer fact.

PreK-12 English Language Proﬁciency Standards
Teachers of English to The revised PreK-12 English Language Proﬁciency Standards build on the World-Class Instructional Design and Assessments (WIDA) Consortium's English Language Proﬁciency Standards for English Language Learners in Kindergarten through Grade 12 (Wisconsin, 2004). The WIDA
Consortium is a group of ten states, formed in 2002 with federal monies, that has developed comprehensive English language proﬁciency standards. This volume also uses grade-level clusters that reﬂect current educational conﬁgurations in the United States. Each of the ﬁve language proﬁciency
standards is divided into the four language domains of listening, speaking, reading and writing. The ﬁve levels of language proﬁciency reﬂect characteristics of language performance at each developmental stage and include: starting (L1), emerging (L2), developing (L3), expanding (L4), and bridging
(L5).

True Shoes
A conﬂict between the popular kids and a creative group of students divides the eighth grade at Parkland Middle School, where cyberbullying and rumor-spreading run rampant and do more harm than good.
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Simple Sexy Food
101 Tasty Aphrodisiac Recipes and Sensual Tips to Stir Your Libido and Feed Your Love
An aphrodisiac cookbook like no other, this volume is direct, detailed, and informative, and packed with exclusive recipes, food and sex tips, descriptions and histories of ingredients, and even survey data about what food people ﬁnd sexy. It is also the only aphrodisiac cookbook written by a certiﬁed sex
therapist who also happens to be a foodie. Included are 101 delectable food and drink recipes organized for day-or-night enjoyment; detailed aphrodisiac history, usage, myths, and humor; tips and secrets to spice up both the kitchen and the bedroom; exclusive aphrodisiac survey data covering current
attitudes and preferences; and support and encouragement for healthy relationships, body image, and eating habits.

Genex of Halcyon
Arch & Gravity Publishing In this near-future utopia, in Halcyon all are free. People with wings ﬂy alongside skyline railcars, between the towers. They are more than what we've known as human, the next stage of our evolution. Amid the psychic computers and genetic freaks, competitive laser sports
and mindless bots, runs a love triangle stronger than death itself. Over these three nights in 2051, Harmony and Azad must ﬁnd their way through misﬁts and prophets, blood and tears, to new horizons. Their fate, in the time of climate change, in the afterglow of the rise of machines, is entwined with
the world.

The Strangler Vine
The Blake and Avery Mystery Series
Penguin UK For lovers of Sherlock, Shardlake and Ripper Street. A gripping and pulse-racing mystery thriller with a great detective double act. 'Splendid, enthralling, an exotic mystery that captivated me.' Bernard Cornwell Calcutta 1837. Young oﬃcer William Avery is tasked by his employers-the East
India Company-with tracking down disgraced poet and spy Xavier Mountstuart, lost in the jungles of central India. Accompanied by the dissolute and mysterious Jeremiah Blake, Avery is sure the mission is doomed. When their search leads them into Kali-worshipping Thug territory, the pair are soon
ﬁghting for their lives, but impelled to solve the horrifying mystery behind their mission. With death and danger on every side, is it too late for them to save themselves? Shortlisted for the John Creasey New Blood Dagger for Best Debut Crime novel of the year 2014, and the HWA Debut Crown for Best
Historical Novel 2015, Longlisted for the Theakston's Old Peculiar Crime Novel of the Year 2015 and the Bailey's Woman's Prize for Fiction 2014

Mr Todd's Reckoning
Saraband Behind the normal door of a normal house, in a normal street, two men are slowly driving each other insane. One of them is a psychopath.The father: Mr Todd is at his wits’ end. He’s been robbed of his job as a tax inspector and is now stuck at home... with him. Frustrated. Lonely. Angry.
Really angry. The son:Adrian has no job, no friends. He is at home all day, obsessively chopping vegetables and tap-tap-tapping on his computer. And he’s getting worse, disappearing for hours at a time, sneaking o to who-knows-where? The unholy spirit: in the safety of suburbia, one man has
developed a taste for killing. And he’ll kill again.

The People at Number 9
HarperCollins UK Meet the new neighbours. Whose side are you on? ‘An exciting, dark novel about friendship; brutally truthful and raw’ Adele Parks, Sunday Times No. 1 bestselling author

Paper to Practice
Using the TESOL English Language Proﬁciency Standards in PreK-12 Classrooms
Teachers of English to

Applied Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services
Prologika Press Provides information on the features and functions of Reporting Services to turn enterprise data into a variety of reports.

On the Interpretation of Statutes
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great signiﬁcance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. We have represented this book in the same form as it was ﬁrst published. Hence any marks seen are left intentionally to preserve its
true nature.

The Trouble with Mistletoe
A Heartbreaker Bay Novel
HarperCollins New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jill Shalvis continues her fun, sexy new contemporary romance series with a tale of friends-to-lovers...just in time for Christmas. If she has her way . . . Willa Davis is wrangling puppies when Keane Winters stalks into her pet shop with
frustration in his chocolate-brown eyes and a pink bedazzled cat carrier in his hand. He needs a kitty sitter, stat. But the last thing Willa needs is to rescue a guy who doesn’t even remember her . . . He’ll get nothing but coal in his stocking. Saddled with his great-aunt’s Feline from Hell, Keane is
desperate to leave her in someone else’s capable hands. But in spite of the fact that he’s sure he’s never seen the drop-dead-gorgeous pet shop owner before, she seems to be mad at him . . . Unless he tempers “naughty” with a special kind of nice . . . Willa can’t deny that Keane’s changed since high
school: he’s less arrogant, for one thing—but can she trust him not to break her heart again? It’s time to throw a coin in the fountain, make a Christmas wish—and let the mistletoe do its work . . . (A standalone Heartbreaker Bay novel)
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Frontier Wolf
Random House 'We are the scum and the scrapings of the Empire. They tipped out the garbage-bin of the Eagles to make us what we are.' In disgrace after a mistake that cost the lives of half his men, Alexios arrives in Castellum. It's his ﬁrst command, but it isn't really a promotion. The Frontier Wolves
who man this outpost in the far north of Roman Britain are a ﬁerce and savage bunch, a far cry from the regular legions he'd served in before. Alexios will only survive if he learns to understand them and win their respect - and he's determined to try.
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